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Background 
• Largely driven by the financial challenges that ECC face, there is a keen interest at all levels in the 

delivery status (cost, quality, timeline, etc.) of initiatives across the organisation, including: 

– Projects / Programmes being managed on behalf of the organisation by Delivery & Service Design (DSD) 

– Change initiatives outside of DSD control, being led and delivered by various business functions 

– Implementation of Service Choices as agreed by Members 

– Technology Services Projects / Programmes 

– Efficiencies and other budget reductions 

• Pre OD, DSD took a lead in consolidating the delivery status of these initiatives, however it was 

agreed that this was no longer appropriate & resourcing was reduced accordingly 

• Post OD reporting had been ad-hoc, largely responding to immediate identified needs 

• Circa, Oct 2018, it was recognised that an effective consolidated view of ECC wide delivery status 

was required and the Delivery Assurance Team within DSD were asked to take a lead 
 

Agreed Delivery Risk Assessment Reporting Process 
• As part of the DSD Heads of Portfolio ongoing dialogue with Exec Directors and FLTs, they take a 

lead on behalf of ECC / CLT in order to capture the delivery status of all strategic initiatives & 

agreed cost savings objectives (with the exception of general budget savings e.g. vacancies) 

• A monthly reporting rhythm has been established, with the following aims / parameters:  

– Ensure all strategic initiatives, with the potential to impact ECCs budget, are reported upon with appropriate 

rigour, in a consistent fashion, with an aim to identify any “at risk” items requiring intervention 

– Ensure Finance have a regular and predictable refresh of delivery status and its financial impact across ECC 

– Ensure CLT (and other senior decision making forums) are kept up to date with initiatives with the potential to 

impact ECCs budget status, with the emphasis on identifying items requiring early intervention 

• Complements Budget Management process led by Finance. 

 

Summary 
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Monthly Reporting Components 
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Portfolio Book 
• Excel based, consolidated record of all DSD Project / Programmes & agreed cost 

saving initiatives across ECC 

• Maintained by DSD, through tight engagement with FLTs / Finance Reps 

• “Sophisticated” features allow the majority of reporting requirements to be 

generated “at the touch of a button” 

• Agreed monthly “rhythm” and timing to ensure updates are sought, applied 

correctly, validated and cross-checked with Finance 

Delivery Risk Assessment 
• PowerPoint based report, largely generated from the Portfolio Book 

• Presented to the Performance Board (CLT) and Investment Board 

• Contains: 

• Summary view and delivery RAG status for 2018/19 & 2019/20 initiatives 

• Any “Mitigation” proposals to remediate any items declared “non-deliverable” 

• RAG Summary of all 2019/20 initiatives, by Function 

Transformation Exception Report 
• PowerPoint based report, largely generated from the Portfolio Book, but with 

additional commentary supplied by DSD and Tech Services 

• Presented to the Performance Board and subsequently the Investment Board 

• Contains: 

• Notable highlights, incl. key successes and any exceptions of note 

• Summary of the Tech Services Portfolio 

• High-level summary of the previous Investment Board 

• Investment Board Forward Plan 

• Summary of DSD supported Programmes / Projects by Function 



• Baseline targets were agreed by Cabinet in February for financial year commencing April, in order 

to drive in order to drive ECC-wide savings  

• Savings are achieved through a combination of DSD-led & Service-led projects & service choices 

• Projects/initiatives are assessed on the evidence of likelihood of achievement of the baselined 

savings targets.  This is an ongoing process through the collaboration of DSD, Finance & services  

• In line with the monthly financial reporting cycle, reports are run that summarise the latest position 

against the baseline 

• Where savings are categorised as ‘Non-deliverable’, mitigating initiatives are proposed for formal 

agreement by CLT acting as Performance Board  

• Commentary is provided to provide insight and highlight significant movements & key areas of risk  

• £51m of savings are delivered or showing high confidence of being delivered by the original 

method, compared to an original baseline saving of £58.5m.  A further £11m has been delivered 

via mitigation or over delivery of particular projects. In this period £0.9m savings are still carrying 

some risk.  We are on schedule to deliver between £61.8m and £64.4m against a baseline target 

of £58.5m. 

• The integrity of DRA reporting is ensured through: 

– high quality conversations between Services and Finance and Project professionals 

– automated reporting from ‘single version of the truth’ Excel model (Portfolio Book) 

– restricted access to make changes in the model (to only relevant authorised officers) 

– review of automated control reports that highlight potential errors   

– reconciliation between the Portfolio Book and the formal budgets administered by Finance 

– review and explanation of the monthly movements 

– review of draft reports in DSD Delivery Assurance Review Meeting attended by Finance  

– monthly review of reports by Performance Board and Investment Board 

 

 

 

How it works in practice – an explanation of the process 
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• Over and above the project management disciplines employed in DSD-led project delivery, risk to 

project delivery is managed by: 

– Ongoing dialogue between DSD Heads of Portfolio, Exec Directors and FLTs 

– A structured risk-based health-check process for DSD-led projects  

– The review of summary health-check results in monthly DSD review meetings 

– Critical review of project status, including development of the monthly DRA and TER reports  

– Selective intervention by DSD Delivery Assurance where key project risks and issues are identified 

 

 

 

 

Management of Delivery Risk  
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2018/19 DRA - Update Against Previous Period 
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2019/20 DRA - Update Against Previous Period 

Savings at significant risk (Red) include: 

-a savings target of £4.2m in Adults Social Care, to be achieved through a step change in the quality 

and accessibility of Information, Advice and Guidance for vulnerable people and exploring 

opportunities for better managing demand for ASC at the first point of contact.  

-an additional savings target in Adults of £3m, to be achieved through the use of technology and 

information systems to reduce the burden on practitioners and support best practice 



Questions 
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